Abstract|A new parallel binary image shrinking algorithm is presented which can be considered as an improvement of Levialdi's parallel shrinking algorithm and can be used in many image labeling algorithms as a basic operation in order to reduce the storage requirements for local memory and speed up the labeling process. This new parallel shrinking algorithm shrinks an n n binary image to an image with no black pixels in O(n) parallel steps with a multiplicative constant of 1.5, preserving the 8-connectivity in the shrinking process.
. Introduction
Shrinking image components into isolated pixels is an important process in algorithms for labeling image components with local operators parallel-shrink and label-propagate 1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . These labeling algorithms proceed in two phases. In the rst phase, they apply a parallel-shrink operation to a binary m n source image a 0 s times, where s depends on the parallel-shrink operator. After each parallel-shrink operation, a new m n image results. Let a k be the image resulting from applying k parallel-shrink operations from a 0 . The rst phase terminates when the s-th application of the parallel-shrink operation results in an image with no black pixels. Once the image a s is obtained, the second phase begins by assigning labels to image a s?1 which contains only isolated black pixels. These labels are propagated by the label-propagate operator to the pixels connected to them in a s?2 , then to a s?3 , and so on until the initial image a 0 is labeled. The This work was partially supported by US Air Force Contract F08635{89{C-0134.
(s ? k)-th label-propagate operation labels a black pixel of a k by the label of its neighbors in a k+1 and assigns an isolated pixel in a k a new label. It is obvious that an m n image can be labeled using s parallel-shrink operations followed by s ? 1 label-propagate operations. Also, s ? 1 images must be stored for use by the label-propagate operations.
As we can see, the performance of a parallel labeling algorithm using parallel-shrink and labelpropagate operations heavily depends on the number of parallel-shrink steps needed. Levialdi's parallel shrinking algorithm, which is adopted by all the recent parallel labeling algorithms using local operators, takes s = m + n ? 1 parallel-shrink steps in the worst case 6]. We present a new parallel shrinking algorithm which takes s = min(m + d n 2 e?1; d m 2 e+n?1) steps in the worst case.
Although some parallel labeling algorithms using parallel-shrink and label-propagate operations use techniques to reduce the number of images to store, a better parallel-shrink algorithm can make them use the same techniques to reduce more.
We assume that black pixels have value 1 and white pixels have value 0. We also assume 8-connectivity among the pixels belonging to the same component. However, with simple modication, the technique can be extended to the 4-connectivity case.
. Levialdi's Parallel Shrinking Algorithm
Levialdi's shrinking algorithm was originally proposed to count connected patterns in a binary image 6] and was later adopted into parallel image labeling algorithms using local operators as a basic operation 1, 2, 3]. The basic idea of his parallel algorithm is to shrink each component in parallel to an isolated pixel at one corner of its bounding rectangle which is the smallest upright rectangle containing all the black pixels of the component.
Let a 2 f0; 1g X denote the source image, where X is an m n point set. The notation a 2 A X means that a : X ! A. Levialdi de ned four shrinking operators in terms of the Heaviside function. Each uses a di erent 2 2 window and is distinguished by the direction in which it shrinks components. Since a shrinking operator changes pixels of an image in parallel when applied to the image, it is helpful to describe a shrinking operator by the con gurations of the neighborhood used for changing pixel values.
Levialdi's parallel-shrink operator ' tl uses the information in the 2 2 neighborhood shown in When the window has the con guration shown in Fig. 2(a) , change the black pixel to white;
When the window has the con guration shown in Fig. 2(b) , change the white pixel to black; Otherwise, do not change.
Similarly, Levialdi de ned three other shrinking operators which shrink connected components toward three other corners. Levialdi's parallel shrinking algorithm uses only one chosen shrinking operator. Each iteration of the algorithm consists of applying, in parallel, the shrinking operator on every pixel of the image. Iteration continues until the initial image has been shrunk to the zero image, that is, the image has been completely shrunk.
Levialdi has proved that if any one of his four shrinking operators is applied repeatedly in parallel on a binary image, then 1. a correct shrinking will be obtained, i.e., only black pixels that do not disconnect a component will be changed to white pixels, and white pixels are not allowed to become black pixels when this merges two or more components;
2. a single isolated pixel will be obtained for each component;
3. the maximum number of steps necessary for completely shrinking a given component with an m n bounding rectangle is m + n ? 1.
. A New Parallel Shrinking Algorithm
Levialdi's shrinking operators shrink a component toward one corner of its bounding rectangle. If we design a new shrinking operator which shrinks toward more than one corner, we can have a parallel shrinking algorithm requiring less parallel steps. We try to combine Levialdi's shrinking operators to obtain new shrinking operators. Since a shrinking operator combined from two Levialdi's shrinking operators which shrink toward opposite directions has di culty to determine which direction it should shrink toward from the local information, we can only combine any two of Levialdi's shrinking operators which do not shrink toward opposite directions to obtain four new shrinking operators.
As we know, Levialdi's shrinking operator ' tl shrinks toward the top left corner and his another operator ' tr shrinks toward the top right corner. Thus, combining the e ects of ' tl and ' tr , we have a new parallel-shrink operator ' t to shrink each component toward the top side of its bounding rectangle. The new operator ' t uses a 2 3 neighborhood as shown in Fig. 3 . When applied to a pixel, the operator ' t changes that pixel if and only if one of ' tl and ' tr changes it. Thus, ' t can be expressed as follows:
When the window has the con guration shown in Fig. 4(a) or Fig. 4(b) , change the black pixel to white;
When the window has the con guration shown in Fig. 4(c) or Fig. 4(d) , change the white pixel to black; Otherwise, do not change.
Similarly, we can de ne three other new parallel shrinking operators which shrink toward three other directions. Our parallel shrinking algorithm applies one of the new shrinking operators repeatedly on a binary image until the initial image is shrunk to the zero image. We can prove that any new shrinking operator can be used to shrink an n n binary image in at most d1:5ne?1 parallel steps, preserving the 8-connectivity during the shrinking process. Due to similarity, we only give proofs for the operator ' t . Theorem 1. The parallel shrinking algorithm is correct, i.e., when is applied repeatedly in parallel on a binary image, 1. only black pixels that do not disconnect a component will be changed to white; 2. white pixels do not become black if this merges two or more components.
Proof: (1) The cases in which a (p) = 0 when a(p) = 1 are shown in Fig. 5 , where p denotes the location of the considered pixel and a (p) denotes the new pixel value. We consider the three possibilities that the shrinking might disconnect a component: Now consider applying our shrinking operator ' t to this component. We may turn some black pixels to white and some white pixels to black in A. However, we keep all pixels in B and C unchanged, and turn all the black pixels on lines L 1 and L 2 to white, which means that we can move line L 1 and line L 2 up one pixel. Thus, after one application of ' t , the size of A is decreased. If we apply ' t repeatedly, we can decrease the size of A to 0. Therefore, we completely shrink the component. } Unlike Levialdi's shrinking operators, the operator ' t , when applied repeatedly, might shrink a component into either a single isolated pixel or two horizontally connected pixels surrounded by all white pixels and then shrinks it completely by being applied one more time.
Theorem 3. The maximum number of steps necessary for completely shrinking a given component with an m n bounding rectangle by using ' t is d m 2 e + n ? 1. Proof: Suppose a component is bounded by an m n rectangle as shown in Fig. 7 . As we observed in the proof of Theorem 2, every application of ' t moves both line L 1 and line L 2 up one pixel. Thus, they are 2 pixels closer along the bottom side of the bounding rectangle. After at most d m 2 e ? 1 applications of ' t , line L 1 and line L 2 will be one or two pixels apart on the bottom side of the rectangle. From now on, every application of ' t will turn the black pixel(s) on the bottom to white and leave one or two black pixels on the above row. Thus, n more applications of ' t will completely shrink the component. Therefore, the maximum of steps to completely shrink a component bounded by an m n rectangle is d m 2 e + n ? 1. }
When the parallel shrinking algorithm using the shrinking operator ' t is adopted in an image component labeling algorithm using local operators, a 2 3 neighborhood should be used in the label-propagate operation. Also, when a new label is given to a component, the label-propagate operation should check if it is the case in which two horizontally connected pixels represent the component. If so, the two pixels should be assigned the same label.
It is easy to see that using the shrinking operator ' l which shrinks each component toward the left side of its bounding rectangle, a parallel shrinking algorithm can completely shrink a component bounded by an m n rectangle in m + d n 2 e ? 1 steps. Thus, we can make our parallel shrinking algorithm choose a shrinking operator depending on the height and the width of the source image.
Given an m n binary image, if m > n, choose the shrinking operator ' t ; otherwise, choose the shrinking operator ' l . Therefore, the parallel shrinking algorithm takes at most min(d m 2 e + n ? 1; m + d n 2 e ? 1) steps to completely shrink an m n binary image.
. Conclusion
For a component bounded by an n n rectangle, it is not di cult to see that any shrinking algorithm which shrinks components one pixel by one pixel preserving its 8-connectivity in the shrinking process takes at least n steps in the worst case, since there can not exist a pixel in the rectangle such that the maximum 4-connected distance between that pixel and any pixel on the component boundary is less than n. Thus, this kind of parallel shrinking algorithm shrinks an n n binary image with complexity (n).
Levialdi's parallel shrinking algorithm shrinks an n n binary image within O(n) steps by changing some black pixels to white and changing some white pixels to black as necessary. Thus, his algorithm is optimal asymptotically, but with a multiplicative constant of 2.
The new parallel shrinking algorithm we presented is also optimal asymptotically, and shrinks an n n binary image within O(n) steps. However, we have a smaller multiplicative constant, namely, 1.5. 
